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Abstract
After a short presentation of the experimental and physical bases of the Reynolds equation from lubrication theory,
some similarity solutions are deduced. The key point in this deduction is the suitable choice of the new independent
variables. The corresponding Reynolds equation assumes a very simple form. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Physical and experimental bases
With a few exceptions, the mechanical face seals used in petrochemical industry are based on the
existence of a 9uid :lm between the areas of the slip rings. The :lm between the friction surfaces
produces a friction coe;cient small enough to work without a large wear and not to produce an
excessive heat.
The investigations on the lubricant :lm nature and its e<ects on the stable work of the mechanical
face seals have been the subject of many papers presented at the international conferences devoted
to the 9uid sealing and also the subject of the speciality journals [1,3–9,11–13,15,16,21,24].
It has been proven, both theoretically and experimentally, that the corrugations and the inclination
of the frontal surfaces may in9uence positively the performances of the mechanical face seals. Certain
combinations between corrugations and oscillations can lead to the best mechanical face seal type:
reduced friction and wear and small losses. In order to produce the best mechanical face seals, it is
compulsory to reconsider the liquid-phase mechanical face-seal working, for the modern materials
and technologies [1,2,17,22,23].
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The existing papers provide an amount of results and not an unitary conceptual treatment. The
mechanical face seals are analyzed as dynamic seals, in various conditions of temperature, rotation
speed, dimensions, and for various 9uids (liquids, gas). All authors agree that the optimization of a
frontal seal can be made by
• a dynamic balance of the primary seal elements for the assurance of a minimum space between
the radial friction surfaces, and
• good tribological conditions for the contact with rugosities of the friction surface material.
The achievement of these two conditions assumes the knowledge of the random, interdependent
phenomena determined by: the dynamic behavior of the moving elements, the surfaces deformations,
the termic e<ects, the lubrication, the physical–chemical behavior of the surfaces, etc.
In the literature, there are more theoretical models regarding the dynamic balance of the moving
element in the mechanical face seal. Many studies [8,13,14,16,20,19] consider that the HD pressures
of the :lm achieve this balance, others [4,7,12,17] take into account the HS e<ect of the pressures
while others [23,24], even the EHD.
In the papers [10,14,17–20], leaving from a theoretical and experimental research activity, for
over 15 years, of the mechanical face seals used in the petrochemical industry for the pumps with
[14,17] various 9uids, we found that it is necessary to know exactly the 9uid-:lm pressure between
the friction areas. The results of our studies have been materialized in the two Ph.D. theses by Popa
[17] and Nicolescu [14], under the supervision of professors Dan Pavelescu and Adelina Georgescu.
The pressure distribution in the 9uid :lm assumes a model of the separation :eld. The simplest
model is the one in which the areas are perfectly plane, smooth, the rotating ring is inclinated and
the :lm is continuous. The other elements taken into account are presented in [19].
In the sequel we analyze the HD model, considering it as prevalent in the mechanical face seals.
2. A new form of the Reynolds equation
The Reynolds equation reads [14,19,18,23]
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where  is the coe;cient of the dynamic viscosity, (r; ) are the polar coordinates, p(r; ; t) is
the pressure :eld, h(r; ; t) is the :eld of distances between two annular plates and (V r2 ; V

2 ) is the
velocity of the upper plate (see Fig. 1).
The exact expressions of h; V r2 and V

2 [14,17–19] are
h(r; ; t)= l(t) + r sin(−  − !t)tan ; (2)
V r2 (r; ; t)= − ˙h sin(− !t + ’)−  ˙ h sin  cos(− !t + ’); (3)
V 2 (r; ; t)= − ˙h cos(− !t + ’) +  ˙ [− h sin  sin(− !t + ’)] + !r; (4)
where l(t) is the distance between the centers of the two inertial systems of coordinates solidary
tied with the plates, (t);  (t); ’(t) are the Euler angles and ! is the rotation of the axis of the
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Fig. 1. The physical model of the face seals and Euler’s angles.
plates. We shall consider the case of the slow motion of one plate relative to the other, hence we
assume ˙=  ˙ = ’˙= l˙=0. In this case V r2 = 0; V

2 =!r.
In (1) the unknown function is p and the independent variables are r and . Therefore, h; V r2
and V 2 are given data.
The Reynolds equation (1) is a;ne and has variable coe;cients. This is why the general solution
of (1) is not yet known. We shall transform (1) by means of two successive changes of independent
variables. This will enable us to deduce two classes of quite general similarity solutions of the
transformed Reynolds equation.
Let us introduce the new variables
= −  − !t; = ln r; (5)
such that (1) becomes
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The :rst important step in studying (6) was achieved due to the introduction of the variable ,
which is experimentally meaningful. Another step is the introduction of another function
g(; ; t)= l(t) + e cos  tan : (7)
Let us also remark that the distance h, in ;  coordinates, reads
h(; ; t)= l(t) + e sin  tan : (8)
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Finally, introduce the other new independent variables
1 = ln(l+ g1); 2 = ln(l+ g2); (9)
where g1 = e sin  tan ; g2 = e cos  tan , i.e.,
1 = ln h; 2 = ln g: (10)
Correspondingly, the Reynolds equation (6) takes the form
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where p(1; 2; t)≡p((; r); (; r; t); t).
3. The rst class of similarly solutions
A particular solution pp of (11) reads
pp =
6!(e2 − l)e−1
tan2 
; (12)
such that the general solution of (11) has the form p=pp + q, where q satis:es the equation
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A particular class of solutions of (13) reads q(1; 2)=Q1(1) + Q2(2), where
(Q′′1 + 2Q
′
1)e
−21 = − (Q′′2 − Q′2)e−22 =d: (14)
Here the prime stands for the derivative and d is the separation variable constant. It follows
Q1(1)=
d
8
e21 + A1 + B1e−21 ; (15)
Q2(2)= − d2 e
22 + A2 + B2e2 ; (16)
hence the general solution of (13) of the form q=Q1 + Q2 reads
q(1; 2)=
d
8
e21 − d
2
e22 + A3 + B1e−21 + B2e2 ; (17)
where the constants d; A1; A2; A3; B1 and B2 are undetermined.
For d=B2 = 0, (17) becomes the hydrostatic solution.
For d=0, the general solutions of (14) and (13) are
Q1(1)=A1 + B1e−21 ; (18)
Q2(2)=A2 + B2e2 ; (19)
q(1; 2)=A3 + B1e−21 + B2e2 : (20)
They belong to the classes of solutions (15)–(17) and, so, will be considered no longer.
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4. The second class of similarly solutions
Another class of particular solutions of (13) is of the form q(1; 2)=Q1(1)Q2(2), which, anal-
ogously, leads, for d = 0, to the equations
Q′′1 + 2Q
′
1 − de21Q1 = 0; (21)
Q′′2 − Q′2 + de22Q2 = 0: (22)
Eqs. (21) and (22) for d=0 coincide with Eq. (14) (taken for d=0), therefore, the general
solution of (13) of the form q(1; 2)=Q1(1)Q2(2), for d=0, reads
q(1; 2)=A4 + B3e−21 + B4e2 + B5e−22+2 ; (23)
where A4; B3; B4 and B5 are arbitrary constants. Solution (23) is more general than (20), hence (20)
will be considered no longer. Consequently, for d=0, the most general solution we found is (23).
Now let us assume d = 0.
In order to solve Eq. (22) we introduce the new independent variable X =
√|d|e2 , such that (22)
becomes
d2Q2
dX 2
+ Q2 = 0; if d¿0 and
d2Q2
dX 2
− Q2 = 0; if d¡0 (24)
and has the general solution
Q2 =
{
A cosX + B sin X if d¿0;
A cosh X + B sinh X if d¡0;
(25)
or, in the variable 2,
Q2(2)=
{
A cos(
√
de2) + B sin(
√
de2) if d¿0;
A cosh(
√−de2) + B sinh(√−de2) if d¡0; (26)
with A and B arbitrary constants.
In order to solve Eq. (21), we take into account that h=e2 and redenote Q1(1(h))=Q1(h). Thus
(21) becomes the Bessel equation
h2
d2Q1
dh2
+ 3h
dQ1
dh
− dh2Q1 = 0; (27)
whose solution is
Q1(h)=
A√
h
J1(
√−dh) + B√
h
Y1(
√−dh); (28)
where J1 is the :rst-order Bessel function of the :rst kind, Y1 is the :rst-order Bessel function of
the second kind and A and B are the arbitrary constants. In terms of 1, (28) reads
Q1(h)=Ae−1=2J1(
√−de1) + Be−1=2Y1(
√−de1): (29)
Consequently, for d = 0, the general solution q=Q1(1)Q2(2) of (13) has the form
q(1; 2) = A1e−2=2[J1(i
√
de1) + B1Y1(i
√
de1)]
×[cos(
√
de2) + B2 sin(
√
de2)]; for d¿0 (30)
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and
q(1; 2) = A2e−2=2[J1(i
√−de1) + B3Y1(−
√
de1)]
×[cosh(√−de2) + B4 sinh(
√−de2)]; for d¡0; (31)
where A1; A2; B1; B2; B3 and B4 are arbitrary constants.
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